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Why Ubuntu MATE 19.10 Is Ditching VLC for GNOME MPV [3]

GNOME MPV (now known as Celluloid) will be the default media player in Ubuntu MATE
19.10.
The app supplants the versatile VLC meda player, which the MATE-desktop-toting distro has
shipped with since a community poll back in 2017.
So why the change now?
Better desktop integration. That?s according to Ubuntu MATE?s Martin Wimpress who
revealed news of the swap in the latest Ubuntu MATE monthly update on Patreon:
?We will be dropping VLC from the pre-installed applications and shipping GNOME MPV
instead. GNOME MPV will soon be renamed to Celluloid. The reasons for switching to
GNOME MPV are similar to swapping out Thunderbird for Evolution; better desktop
integration.?
Size is another factor. GNOME MPV takes up a comparatively svelte 27MB on the ISO
image, whereas Qt5-based VLC requires closer to 70MB.
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GTK 3 Frame Profiler [5]

I back-ported the GTK 4 frame-profiler by Matthias to GTK 3 today. Here is an example of a
JavaScript application using GJS and GTK 3. The data contains mixed native and JS stacktraces along with compositor frame information from gnome-shell.

Ubuntu keeping up with GNOME stable updates [6]

Recently Michael blogged about epiphany being outdated in Ubuntu. While I don?t think that
a blog ranting was the best way to handle the problem (several of the Ubuntu Desktop
members are on #gnome-hackers for example, it would have been easy to talk to us there) he
was right that the Ubuntu package for epiphany was outdated.
[...]
Again the reality is a bit more complex. Snaps don?t have depends like debs do, so by nature
they don?t have problems like being blocked by missing depends. To limit duplication we do
provide a gnome platform snap though and most of our GNOME snaps use it. That platform
snap is built from our LTS archive which is on GTK 3.22 and our snaps are built on a similar
infrastructure.
[...]
And as a conclusion, if as an upstream or user you have an issue with a component that is still
outdated in Ubuntu feel free to get in touch with us (IRC/email/launchpad) and we will do out
best to fix the situation.
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